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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Those who choose not to get a COVID-19 shot may face higher costs for health care related to

COVID-19. For the ,rst 1.5 years of the pandemic, health insurance companies routinely paid for

all costs related to COVID-19, waiving deductibles and copays across the board.  Policies have

since changed, with many private insurers no longer picking up the tab for hospitalizations and

other costs related to COVID-19.

However, those who haven’t received COVID-19 shots could end up paying the most. While health

insurance companies cannot deny health insurance to someone because they don’t get a COVID-

19 shot, it’s possible that they could face increased costs — similar to smokers, who also pay a

premium for health insurance coverage.

Delta Airlines Paved the Way for Increased Costs

August 25, 2021, Delta Air Lines announced that employees who are on the company health plan

who do not get a COVID-19 shot will have a $200 monthly surcharge added. In the two weeks after

Delta made the announcement, 20% of Delta’s unvaccinated employees got the injection, raising

the company’s injection rate from 74% to 78%.

The surcharge took effect on November 1, 2021, and by October 29, Delta Air Lines CEO Ed

Bastian stated that more than 90% of employees had received the shot.  In an employee memo,

Bastian defended the signi,cant premium hike for unvaccinated employees, stating, “The average

hospital stay for COVID-19 has cost Delta $50,000 per person. This surcharge will be necessary to

address the ,nancial risk the decision to not vaccinate is creating for our company.”

Other companies have since followed suit. In January 2022, the Society for Human Resource

Management (SHRM) announced that public employees in Nevada, along with their adult

dependents, would be assessed a surcharge on their state health insurance plan if they don’t get a

COVID-19 shot by July 2022.

A September 2021 survey by SHRM found that close to 20% of corporations were considering

raising health insurance premiums for employees who don’t get the injection. Among

organizations, 13% were considering such a move while less than 1% had actually raised

premiums for unvaccinated employees at that time.

In another example, Mercyhealth, which runs hospitals and health clinics in Wisconsin and Illinois,

started deducting $60 per month from employees’ wages if they choose not to get the shot. While

Alen Brcic, Mercyhealth vice president of people and culture, called the so-called “risk pool fee” a

nominal amount, it drove the health system’s vaccination rate among employees up to 91%, from

its previous 70%.

“A ‘couple of handfuls’ of people quit over the policy and roughly 9% of employees are now

contributing to the risk pool. Mercyhealth did provide a very small number of medical exemptions,

but no religious exemptions,” NPR reported.

Wellness Program Loophole Allows Increased Costs for Some

A number of federal statutes — including the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA)

and the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPPA) — prohibit group

health plans and insurers from discriminating against individuals based on health factors.

While short-term health plans, which aren’t subject to ACA regulations, can deny coverage to

someone because they didn’t get a COVID-19 vaccine, private health insurers cannot. Further,

insurers that are part of the individual marketplace cannot charge penalties to those who are not

vaccinated.

However, wellness programs provide a work-around. By making COVID-19 injections a

requirement of the company’s wellness program,  Delta, for instance, may be able to skirt legal

issues,  as they’re “rewarding” members who participate in the wellness program by letting them

avoid the premium surcharge hoisted on the unvaccinated.

JPMorgan Chase and Harmons have also used wellness program guidelines as a tool to raise

health care premiums for workers who don’t get a COVID-19 shot. “According to federal law,

companies are allowed to charge employees different amounts for health care as long as they do

it through a program designed to promote healthy behaviors and prevent disease,” NPR reported.

A wellness program can include virtually anything, from reaching a set number of steps daily to

quitting smoking or staying within a certain BMI range. Sabrina Corlette, founder and co-director

of the Center on Health Insurance Reforms at Georgetown University, told NPR, "Your wellness

program could simply be: I'm going to encourage all of my employees to get vaccinated, full stop.

Most employers are doing this to try to have a healthier and more productive workforce ... and to

spend less on overall health care costs."

There are a few caveats. For instance, ACA regulations state that surcharges in employer wellness

programs for things such as COVID-19 vaccination status are allowed, as long as they don’t

discriminate against people with disabilities.  NPR broke down wellness program waivers this

way:

“Under federal law, the wellness program must be ‘reasonably designed,’ meaning there's

a reasonable chance the program will improve the health of or prevent disease in the

participants. To ensure that wellness programs do not violate discrimination laws,

companies must provide waivers for individuals who have medical reasons for not

meeting the stated targets or alternative ways for them to satisfy the requirements.

As part of its policy, the Utah grocer Harmons says its insurance premium surcharge of up

to $200 per month applies to ‘unvaccinated associates who don't qualify for an exemption

or who chose not to complete a vaccine education series.’"

Rewards and penalties of wellness programs may not exceed 30% of the cost of employees’

health care plans, “calculated as the amount paid by the employee and the employer combined,”

except in cases that involve tobacco use — then the penalty may reach 50% of costs.

Fines for Vaccination Status a Slippery Slope

Governments around the globe have also rolled out ,nes for refusal of COVID-19 shots. Greece

announced it would ,ne anyone aged 60 years and over who doesn’t get the injection, at a rate of

approximately $114 a month.  The Canadian province of Quebec also announced plans to ,ne the

unvaccinated a “signi,cant” amount.

“There comes a point where these incentives [are getting] higher and higher and higher until

people just can’t afford to not get the vaccine,” Julie Downs, Ph.D., a social psychologist and

associate professor at Carnegie Mellon University in Pittsburgh, told AAMC. “It does work, but it

comes at a cost … [and it’s] very hard in this political environment.”

Dr. Mark Fendrick, director of the University of Michigan’s Center for Value-Based Insurance

Design, described penalties for not getting vaccinated “legally murky,”  while others have

described it as coercion. While health insurance companies have long charged higher premiums

based on factors like smoking, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission requires that

penalties not be so large as to be coercive.

One of the principles of the Nuremberg Code is that humans must give voluntary consent when

participating in medical experiments, and that consent must be given, among other things,

“without the intervention of any element of force, fraud, deceit, duress, over-reaching, or other

ulterior form of constraint or coercion.”

Give the emergency use authorization, not approval, the mass jab administration constituted a

research trial. While the P,zer-BioNTech COVID-19 jab received FDA approval August 23, 2021,

the injection’s approval represents the fastest approval in history,  granted less than four months

after P,zer ,led for licensing May 7, 2021.  So for all intents and purposes, it’s still in the

research phase.

Daniel Polsky, Ph.D., economist with the Johns Hopkins Blomberg School of Public Health and

Carey Business School, further noted that penalties based on vaccination status should not

dictate health care coverage, which also should not impose ,nes that suggest a person is at fault

for getting sick. He told AAMC:

“[For example,] we have this obesity crisis and some people would say, ‘Maybe we

shouldn’t pay for care, it’s the person’s fault for being obese or for being an addict. If

someone got sick from COVID — we should withhold paying for care.’… That is a slippery

slope and not somewhere we should go.”

Natural Immunity Is Ignored

If you’ve had COVID-19, the research is strong that you’re well protected against reinfection. New

data from the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention even show that prior COVID-19

infection, i.e., natural immunity, is more protective than COVID-19 injections.

Despite this, the U.S. Supreme Court (SCOTUS) recently upheld a vaccine mandate at the Centers

for Medicare & Medicaid Service (CMS), which is part of the U.S. Department of Health and

Human Services. The mandate affects 10.4 million health care workers employed at 76,000

medical facilities,  making no exceptions for those who have natural immunity to COVID-19 due

to prior infection.

“You can think about a mandate as the strongest form of incentive,” Dr. Kevin Volpp, director of the

Center for Health Incentives and Behavioral Economics at the University of Pennsylvania, told

AAMC. “What we’ve seen so far in employer settings where there is a mandate related to keeping

your job is that very few employees have not complied.”

Yet, when researchers reviewed studies published in PubMed, they found that the risk of

reinfection with SARS-CoV-2 decreased by 80.5% to 100% among people who had previously had

COVID-19.  Additional research cited in their review found:

Among 9,119 people who had previously had COVID-19, only 0.7% became reinfected.

At Cleveland Clinic in Cleveland, Ohio, the incidence rate of COVID-19 among those who had

not previously been infected was 4.3 per 100 people; the COVID-19 incidence rate among

those who had previously been infected was zero per 100 people.

The frequency of hospitalization due to a repeated COVID-19 infection was ,ve per 14,840

people, or .03%, according to an Austrian study; the frequency of death due to a repeated

infection was one per 14,840 people, or .01%.

In short, if you’ve had COVID-19, you’re largely protected from reinfection, and a COVID-19 shot is

not only unnecessary but, according to some experts, especially dangerous.  Penalizing people

who refuse a COVID-19 shot they don’t want or need becomes particularly atrocious in such

cases. Unvaccinated individuals must have the freedom to remain so, if that’s what they choose,

and not be forced into this medical decision by ,nancial threats and coercion.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

5,848 ratings

ORDER NOW
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The punishment of the unvaccinated is present throughout the world, starting with the immunity passports and the rejection of a large part
of society because the propaganda has hypnotized the minds of the vaccinated. Dr. Mercola's report envisions an expanded perspective of
rejection and punishment of the unvaccinated. The country's largest supermarket chain Kroger has decided to eliminate all paid leave for
unvaccinated employees who have tested "positive" for the Wuhan coronavirus. Kroger, operates grocery stores under many different
names depending on the state: Ralphs, Dillons, Smith's, King Soopers, Fry's, QFC, City Market, Owen's, Jay C, Pay Less, Baker's Gerbes,
Harris Teeter, Pick 'n Save, Metro Market, Mariano's and Fred Meyer.

Some unvaccinated employees will also be forced to pay a monthly health insurance "surcharge," also known as a ,ne, for relying on their
own natural immunity rather than the fake immunity dispensed by Big Pharma's "vaccines." These same employees will not receive any pay
if they get sick with "COVID" and have to take time off. However, fully vaccinated employees who become ill with "advanced" cases will
receive paid time off because they are now considered ,rst-class employees, while the unvaccinated are second-class pigs.
https://archive.ph/icw3L
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We also have reactions against the genocide of the "vaccines". A veteran nurse in the UK is calling for all nurses, doctors and other
healthcare workers who supported their employers' Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic policies to be tried and sentenced for
the deaths they allowed. www.brighteon.com/5d8a8553-3830-4c6a-b1a8-9fb6eb3c58c3  And punishments for dissident nurses. A
former UK nurse faces trial next month for organizing three anti-lockdown demonstrations, the Daily Mail reported. Kay Shemirani,
also known as Kate Shemirani, is an anti-vaccine campaigner who lost her UK nursing license. at the beginning of this year.
www.businessinsider.com/former-nurse-facing-trial-organizing-anti-lock..
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Here in the States it seems the greatest health in Health Insurance is mostly in their wallets. Health Insurance is not healthcare & our
current practices in general do not promote actual health. If we can not address what is actually good health & what promotes
prevention of dis-ease it doesn't make one rip if it is paid privately or publicly, is all just throwing $$$, fuel on a ,re.
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Sue 'em for the bigtime! The "Health authorities" have no legal authority at all, according to court ruling! Wave this in their face and
put them on the spot, in public! childrenshealthdefense.org/.../5th-Stay.pdf  Further, if home antigen testing is now available, while it
is just ridiculous to test the well people (What theater!), it remains that Anybody with any fear can have it quelled by routine home
testing. So what is the big "vaccine or else!" hullaballoo all about anyway? Time for the rusers and abusers to knock it off! It's called
discrimination and where it comes to slamming people with medical bills that could put them out of house and home, it is a CRIME!
SUE THEM FOR THE BIGTIME! CLASS ACTION IS FAR MORE POWERFUL THAN SOLO! GO FOR IT!
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Yes, Just and Mirandola, the US health system is poorly managed, ineffective, expensive and corrupt for being an accomplice in the
management of this false pandemic. In the US, as there are federal, state and private insurances and in all cases the so-called
pharmacy bene,t managers are in charge of negotiating the price of medicines for insurance with pharmacists. In addition, there are
many that have been fully developed in pharmaceutical companies from the beginning, but there are also some that were researched
using public funds and then sold to private companies, which sharpened their pro,tability. According to an analysis by the Kaiser
Family Foundation, some 27 million Americans don't have or can't afford health insurance, so they'll often have to pay out-of-pocket
for prescription drugs. www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2018/06/the-3-reasons-the-us-health..
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Some aspects that should be considered by independent governments and not pressured by the Pharmaceutical Ma,a: 1.- 45% of
their total combined revenue from the pharmaceutical industry came solely from sales in the US With 4-5% of the world population
and 33% of the population of the developed world, it covers 45% of all pharmaceutical revenues. 2.- The annual ,nancial reports of
13 large pharmaceutical companies for the last 8 years reveal that pharmaceutical companies spend a lot on research, but include
marketing budgets in their visits to doctors and advertising expenses. The highest drug prices in the world, are high corporate pro,ts
and many television commercials What is evident is that pharmaceutical companies see Covid-19 as a once-in-a-lifetime business
opportunity with expensive vaccines and treatments.

For the coronavirus outbreak, we need preventive and early treatments that are effective without the need for the terrible "vaccines".
We do not want companies competing for economic results. We do not want misinformation to increase fear of Covid to ensure that
people turn to the poison of vaccines. Also denounce that the United States health system spends much more than other
high-income countries, but is poorly served. Comparison with other countries in this document.
www.commonwealthfund.org/sites/default/,les/documents/___media_,les_..
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But doesn't the fact that Kroger's is willing to give paid time off to fully vaccinated employees with advanced cases of Covid prove
that they know that the "vaccines" don't work?
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What it proves, Jackaroni, is business discrimination. We know that hospitals are full of "vaccinated" patients. The ignorance of the
"vaccinated" is grati,ed by the company. In addition, the vaccinated are also contagious. More discriminations: Hospitals are now
discriminating against organ transplant candidates who did not receive the Wuhan coronavirus vaccine. This discrimination ranges
from putting them on waiting lists to denying them eligibility altogether. The parents of DJ Ferguson, 31, denounced Brigham and
Women's Hospital in Boston for crossing him off the heart transplant list because he was not vaccinated against COVID-19.

According to DJ's father, David Ferguson, his son was the ,rst to receive a new heart transplant, but the hospital removed him from
the list because he was not vaccinated. Explained David Ferguson, "My son has gone to the edge of death to stick to his guns and
he's been pushed to the limit. It's kind of against his basic principles, he doesn't believe in it. It's a policy they are enforcing and so
because he won't get the shot, they took him off the list of a heart transplant."
www.wnd.com/2022/01/scary-trend-hospitals-discriminate-unvaxxed-transp..  (01/26/2022)
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Fortunately, the punishment of the vaccinated is offset, partially at least, by the devastating effects many of the vaccinated suffer. So
at least there is that. I can't wait for the roll-out of the fourth shot for the general public! The more the better as far as I'm concerned.
If the sane are to be punished, I for one want to see the enablers and mindless followers punished even more. And I don't think that
makes me a bad person, just a normal human with his ",ght-back" instinct intact.
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An updated interpretation of project management:  1. Enthusiasm, 2. Disillusionment, 3. Panic and cover ups, 4. Blame the victims,
5. Punishment of the innocent, and 6. Reward the guilty.
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This gives just more reasons to be self-employed and also to stay healthy by producing your own food.
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Morning Almond, spot on. I'm seeing small groups forming who are working together to live independently, quietly and well under the
radar. Our son has moved backed and is prepping a much larger space for garden. He has his own portable business. Without
planning for him here this past winter, we still have plenty of food put up from last season. We got a few more hens, I learned how to
process roosters and shoot. The ranges weren't closed and we have some wildlife in the freezer. I never imagined my retirement to
look like this, but in reality I've been prepping since my youth in the 1970's. We all have a lot of skills. If we had been jabbed I am
convinced I would have dementia at best. I battled my by back from Lyme and dementia nearly 20 years ago. My mom who got mild
COVID from me, got 2 jabs anyway, had accelerated dementia within 10 days of the 2nd.
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Thank you Almond, wise words and as usual, you are part of the solution. Appreciation! For anybody who can't afford medical bills, it
may be worth their time to check out the Foundation Center Library's website, now merged with Candid https://www.candid.org  This
is a library specializing in grants solely, with books in the mainstream libraries and established since the 1950s, the go to source for
nonpro,ts. People can check out their Foundation Grants to Individuals online. Check for grantors who donate to people in YOUR
profession, area of need, ethnic and/or religious background, geographical location. Write a proposal, include your distinctions and
honors (be a feather in their cap!) and a doctor's letter plus veri,cation of ,nancial need may likely be required.

It can take Boards several months to choose winning applicants. If turned down for a grant ask why. Jot notes and resubmit a
revised proposal, voila! It can sometimes be the second try which is the lucky charm. The funds are paid to the medical providers so
it will not affect the applicant's taxes, and this way the grantors are assured the funds are going to the cause they want. And it's a tax
write off to the foundation. So voila! Win-win! Go for it. I myself got funding in thousands of dollars worth for alternative medicine
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No Insurance Payments: The Next COVID Shot 'Mandate'?
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ) Fact Checked

Delta Air Lines charges a $200 monthly surcharge to employees on the company

health plan who do not get a COVID-19 shot

*

The Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM) announced that public

employees in Nevada, along with their adult dependents, would be charged a

surcharge on their state health insurance plan if they don’t get a COVID-19 shot by July

2022

*

Mercyhealth, which runs hospitals and health clinics in Wisconsin and Illinois, deducts

$60 per month from employees’ wages if they choose not to get the shot

*

By making COVID-19 injections a requirement of a wellness program, companies may be able to skirt legal issues, as they’re “rewarding”

members who participate in the program by letting them avoid the premium surcharge hoisted on the unvaccinated

*

While health insurance companies have long charged higher premiums based on factors like smoking, the Equal Employment Opportunity

Commission requires that penalties not be so large as to be coercive

*
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write off to the foundation. So voila! Win-win! Go for it. I myself got funding in thousands of dollars worth for alternative medicine
not covered by my insurance. Good luck and all best wishes are with you all!
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rrealrose
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Hi Almond, here's an article for you and everyone on topic of FOOD INSECURITY -
,nance.yahoo.com/news/fertilizer-prices-just-hit-record-174439996.htm..
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rrealrose and all... Those of us with large gardens can do our own composting (vs. fertilizer) and make safe homemade pesticides.
We need not be dependent. Home gardeners also tend to be more "vertically-integrated" when it comes to processing and preserving
food. Make sure you have food preservation containers (lids?) and supplies (curing, brining, fementing, freezing, cold storage,
refrigeration). The land used to grow corn for ethanol is no longer being used for food crops. Considering all the chemicals applied
to the soil, I question whether crops grown in it would even be suitable for human consumption.

Each year, more soil gets depleted and destroyed.  Corn takes 4x the fertilizer of many other crops. As a result, I suspect, that, this
year, more farmers who can convert will be growing soybeans. This likely also means there will be a gut of soybeans on the market
with lower prices for farmers (?). More farms lost to foreclosure? I could be wrong about that--prices may remain high if there are
feed and food shortages.

However, there is already more livestock and poultry being culled due to disease. Meat consumption is down because of prices and
there is a labor shortage. Mnay packing plants are struggling. With higher gas prices, it will cost more to ship food (meat), too.
Already, many people cannot afford meat, before even higher prices. I suspect this is one way for the NWO to introduce fake meat.
You will do better to buy a local animal from a local butcher. if you can afford to pay up front.

buy 1/4 or 1/2 animal and have it custom cut and wrapped. If you start with 1/4, and some good butcher knives, large cutting boards
and freezer wrap, you can easily follow good diagrams and learn to cut meat yourself. Your ,rst few steaks may be uneven, but they
will still "eat". It is a cheap education. Even better if you are accustomed to raising a couple grass fed steers and can do so. The one
you sell pays for the one you eat. -continued
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-continued- We have done our own butchering for many decades now. It has been a long time since we purchased half an animal,
though. Our meat nowadays is wild game meat, occasionally with a few smaller animals or birds. I was discouraged to see that a
cougar killed a deer a while ago--found the carcass--but that is part of the cycle of nature, too. (I have some concerns about cougars
coming in close as well as coywolves.) I much prefer a few days of hunting every fall to keeping livestock year around.

Sometimes, a rancher neighbor or homesteader will give us a bit of beef or lard for rendering, too. We have an abundance of
meat--also, ,sh, fruit, veg. So, we rarely buy meat--maybe a leg of lamb for a holiday. I still buy eggs from a farmer until we are able
to move ahead on plans to raise our own. Our set up will need to be very secure from predators of all types. We are not milk drinkers
and have all manner of homegrown beverages--wine, beer, juice, teas. I occasionally buy nondairy "milk" for cooking, but dairy
products are not a large part of our diet.

Meanwhile, we have put more energy into our huge garden with a tall fence, orchard, vineyard and berries. A person can only do so
much at once. Starting a wock will be the last part of our food self-suxciency cycle. Up until now, we have gotten excellent frozen
chickens free in exchange for efforts at marketing, taking orders and dropping off orders. It is easy enough for us to do en route
when we travel and saves the farmer the time and gas it would require.

However, he appears to be slowing his poultry operation, so our raising poultry will start up with good timing. Our freezer is still full
of birds, too. Hopefully, this Avian Flu will also be over when we are ready. I also need to do some rabbit clean up this month, yet. I
cannot believe the price of storebought rabbit (rodent!). Not overly fond of 'le lapin', but I am a good cook(raves on my rabbit) and we
eat what we have. Would be a shame to waste meat
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-continued- I am starting to can even more meat, too. Esp. venison. I like the idea of shelf-stable foods not needing refrigeration. The
wavor of canned venison is excellent! It makes a fast easy meal to just open a can of meat and reheat at the end of a long day. I do
can loose burger which is terri,c for sloppy joes, tacos, soups and casseroles (lasagna, spaghetti, etc.). However, I reserve some
frozen burger to shape as hamburgers.  Always butcher in a cool/cold place. Outdoors under a roof is good.

Save bones for bone broth. I recommend that, for people new to butchering, you start by freezing all the meat you cut and wrap. It is
easier. Once you are more comfortable (and organized!) with the butchering process, consider canning. You will also need a place to
keep large pans of ground meat (burger) and cut up stew meat cool and safe over night until you can start canning it the next day.
(Have your jars clean and ready!) If you are doing a whole beef animal, you will be surprised at the amount of work.

I hate butchering pork, although it can go faster once it is hanging because it is a smaller animal with fewer cuts. However, I
encourage you to save the lard to render another day--you can freeze it if you do not have time right away. Do grind it, before
freezing, though as that will make the process much easier. Also, set aside the whitest lard over the kidney for your most special
recipes. Learn to render lard properly from a healthy home-grown animal raised on organic feed and you will never be disappointed.

I never heat it above 200F when rendering because I freeze it in glass jars and always use it cooked or baked, never raw. Save the
cracklings as well. Likewise, if you handle game meat properly, there should never be objectionable odors. The main thing is to skin
and gut it promptly, hose out the cavity and open it up to get it cooled down as fast as poss. It is ready to cut up when the surface is
a bit dry and "tacky" to touch
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We've known for a long time that the injected can be infected, as well as transmit (whatever)...yet those of us who choose health, are being
discriminated against - across the board! Unbelievable!!! Satan is the opposite of God and he's the "God of this world". That's why everything
is backwards of what it should be, in this society! It's sad that people don't even notice.
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While the CDC continues their marketing campaign, what got my attention was last fall Dr. Richard Fleming was on a Mike Adams
podcast showing slides of the P,zer shot under high magni,cation (an electron microscope was not needed). Dr Fleming remarked
that these are by far, the most contaminated shots he has ever inspected and was wondering out loud if anyone at the CDC or FDA
has a microscope and bothered to look at stuff they are pushing on the public...again, these agencies are continuously digging a
"hole to China" with half-truths, lies and deceptions (lets call this WISHFUL thinking instead of reality). So much new evidence has
come out since then, accumulating at an alarming rate, can only predict there will be hell to pay.
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Randyfast, further as we all know, people can be harmed and even medically maimed by the mRNA "vaccine". Within 24 hours I heard
directly from the mouth of friends, about their direct friends and family members who....a) went into a coma after the shot (a
teenager no less!) b) Myocarditis, blood clots, hospitalizations for both of these individuals and c) two people with very rapid
growing and aggressive cancer, which presented after and not before the "vaccine". So what gives? Safe and effective? Oh my. And
what about the pure fact that home testing is now available?

I would agree with Anybody with a capital A who says that testing the well people is a psy-ops, let's be honest. However, if it quells
fears then hey, what is the big hullaballoo all about anyway? What a MASKerade about "health" this is! It's nothing more and nothing
less than violent crime to medically maim people. And to virtually gunpoint, "your body or your livelihood!" is also a crime. This has to
be stopped, and should have been long ago. Throw EVERYBODY out of oxce who backs this crime ring!
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Rreal; Let's call them what they are - Death Shots!

Mirandola; It's only going to get worse; and I'm not a pessimist - I'm a realist. Here's one of my favourite songs to play on sax...very
,tting. -- https://youtu.be/j9W0g3NGSj4
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Home tests my ***! If I am well, I dont need a test to tell me I am well. If I am ill, I don't need a test to tell me i am ill. In any case, the
only situation where I would seek medical treatment would be a serious injury.
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Hi Randy, Any discussion is more bizarre when you realize data collected out of Israel's covid dashboard (and I think Denmark's as
well) showed: 1) the vaxxed are now magnets for new variants. These people appear targets to contract this infection, they are ,lling
hospitals despite the low virulence the new variants now pose, exact opposite for those with natural immunity, with a 0.7 percent
chance of contracting covid a second time; and 2) the more boosters, each is far less effective than the ,rst shot! down to maybe 1
to 2 months of protection (per a recent article on the CHD website ~ ~ ~
childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/4th-covid-shot-little-protection-i..  ~ ~ ~ the chances of negative immunity appears to
increase with each shot (from UK data analysis posted last week).

Just these 2 points alone are description of vaccn failure, and as everything else we've been subjected to, a perfect example of
upsidedown land we've been subjected for at least the past 2 years, if not the past 4 or 5 years. This drug program oxcially started
back in 2017 for a universal shot, and Moderna just announced on Monday that their new mRNA wu vaccine is in clinical trials.
 Here's a recent article in ,nancial press: www.marketwatch.com/articles/moderna-announces-new-3-in-1-vaccine-prog..

Hi Mirandola, there may be personal legal rami,cations for injuries suffered to human resource authorities (personally) inside
corporations mandating these shots. Was listening to Arron Siri, Esq. discuss this with Del Bigtree a while ago, early last fall. For
more information, check out Aaron Siri's website with articles covering a variety of personal law and vaxx injury topics. Pass a link
on as needed.
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Yes yes and yes........ they actually "read" the bible in reverse!
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Brian; a huge part of the agenda for the "new normal", is testing, tracking, surveillance, shots, pills - for the rest of their pathetic
lives...and that's just for starters! - Rreal; the fact is, that the nanobot shots are creating new variants. This is what happens when
you over-vaccinate a population - every time! This is intentional...is it not obvious? The Biosphere will collapse soon enough; but
until it does, the oligarchs will keep the fear and distractions coming.  We know how insane they are; they might just start WWIII in
the process! BTW: Those shots aren't protecting anyone from anything; however, the synthetic spike protein is very adept at
attacking the organs and the blood!  Sussmuss; and to think that satanic colouring books have been allowed in the schools - after
removing the Bibles. They are in,ltrating everywhere...kind of like what Big Agri and Big Pharma have done!
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Crime and Punishment - the crime is NOT OBEYING ORDERS - the punishment is being forced to live outside of the Mainstream - the crime
only makes sense within the context of totalitarian rule - this perverse social attitude is tailor made for SHEEP - the falsity of the indictment
makes clear the assumption that society is disintegrating and the SHEEP are condoning their own destruction
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Guillermou
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Yes, Stan, crime and punishment in zombie culture has fallen into the hands of tyrants. It is about removing all the rights of citizens
that are granted in the Constitution through propaganda based on fear. Turn people into zombies to convince them that they need a
new schedule of "vaccines", programmed as terrorist weapons that end up including total control, including microchips for
monitoring, medication and mind control. The deliberate destruction of democracy, the rule of law and our constitutions through
chaos so that we ultimately accept losing our national and cultural identities and instead accept a world government.” Fuelmich said.
In this ,ght we have necessary actions. Heritage Foundation declares war on big tech. The Heritage report, titled "Combating Big
Tech Totalitarianism," lists nearly two dozen proposals.
newsbusters.org/blogs/free-speech/joseph-vazquez/2022/02/08/enemy-peop..  (02/08/2022)
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Gui - these madmen will not budge an inch unless forced to by the threat of Mass Public Action - these emotionless ghouls despise
anyone other than themselves - there is no human fellow feeling in a situation where DEATH is being offered as a solution to
societies woes - these guys are murdering humans legitimately - this begs the question - "is legitimacy in need of revision ??
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Stanley, murder can never never never be "legitimate". Violence is violence...period! Further, any so called "lawyer" who calls it
"legitimate" is practicing ratiionales and such extraordinary denial, fact twisting and bending, that it is NOT law at all, it is
RATIONALES! This is NOT okay and must never be gone along with, not by smart and caring people who give a darn. Thank you too
Stanley, for being on the right side of the street and we all know that. Just mentioning, that's all. God bless.
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As I despise lawyers as much as most doctors and politicians I still think the best defense is a good offense. As long as these shots are
unapproved (EAU only), class action lawsuits are the way to go. Nobody likes to get sued including faceless corporations. All the more
effective if it can be publicized and continued to be publicized. That is what is most effective, tarnish their fake, squeaky clean image.
Unfortunately, the media will wip it around and portray the corporations as benevolent and health conscious while the employees are
extremist anti-vaxxers. However, it is still the best defense available.
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* * * EXPOSING COLLUSION * * * Who are the investors in the Biolabs in Ukraine?  Metabiota, a US company funded by US Department of
Defence’s Threat Reduction Agency (“DTRA”) to operate biolabs in Ukraine, was founded by Nathan Wolfe, who is linked to the Global
Virome Project, EcoHealth, World Economic Forum (WEF) and Jeffrey Epstein. Dr. Nathan Wolfe is the founder of Metabiota, and a WEF
Young Global Leader. He got funding by Google, Bill Gates Foundation, NIH and others. Wolfe, directly and/or through Metabiota and its
sister non-pro,t Global Viral, is not only been funded by various branches of US Department of Defence but is also funded by Hunter Biden’s
Rosemont Seneca and CIA venture capital company In-Q-Tel.

Wolfe was a co-author, together with EcoHealth’s Peter Daszak, of a 2017 study on coronaviruses in bats. A twitter thread – links Wolfe and
Hunter Biden to the Wuhan lab. This explains also why Hunter was protected against prosecution after his laptop had exposed his crimes.
~~*~~ This is merely scratching the surface of those backing the biolabs in Ukraine. Full story with more interesting details, see here:
dailyexpose.uk/2022/03/20/biolabs-who-are-metabiotas-investors/
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Wow, all the dots are connecting.
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Yes Pete, several bio-labs in the Ukraine, apparently set up by the US Dept of defense and were/are(?) being run by Americans given
diplomatic immunity. More out on this, will send you a link later.
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Hi Rrealrose, no need to send me about diplomatic immunity, I know about it, as I have posted it some days ago. You should not look
at US Dept of defense too much, but should look at the connection between the other players involved   ~~~* ~~~ Hi DeDannan, you
understand it, connect the dots. That connection explains the collusion. One connection is between WEF players and the Wuhan Flu,
but there are other connections as well, but I guess not many will understand, as they don't see the bigger picture.
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Pete, yes, this goes way in to the deep state.
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PETE, add relevant information to your excellent link. In the midst of a war, Ukraine has been working hard to be the ,rst nation to
implement virtually all the key hallmarks of the World Economic Forum's (WEF) Great Reset: digital identity, vaccination passports,
Universal Basic Income (UBI), Social Chinese-style credit scores that are combined into your already operational Diia app. The
country is transferring power from the citizens to the State and handing it over to the WEF and other Supranational organizations.
Read the following article: "In the shadow of war: Ukraine as the great reboot laboratory of the global tech elite" by Julian
Schernthaner on the German news site Wochenblick for more information... WARNING: UKRAINE IS THE GREAT RESET
LABORATORY OF THE GLOBAL TECH ELITE rairfoundation.com/warning-ukraine-is-the-great-reset-laboratory-of-th..  (03/22/2022)
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Thanks Gui, for your good link, and it shows the usual suspects again. Yes the global elite don't want to wait to 2030 to take total
control. The poor Ukraine people are an easy target for them as oligarchs rule their lives already, put in power by George Soros and
Victoria Nuland. And what they want to do in Ukraine, they plan for the rest of the world. It's a good warning. But you must ask
yourself who will be at top global elite that controls the global leaders. So look at what those usual suspects, Nathan Wolfe,
Zelenskyy and oligarchs, Jeffrey Epstein, CDC director Dr. Rochelle Walensky connects.
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Insert swear word here.  I understood it that unless the FDA approves something, you cannot force it on people. Oh wait, I understood it that
we were the last free country in the world. Well, that's going to hell in a handbasket. FORCE.  Pfft. No thanks. I was reading something from
Brighteon this morning: Unless there is cosmic intervention -- which is always a possibility -- it is now inescapable that anti-human
globalists are going to escalate conwict into World War III and use that conwict to collapse human civilization on planet Earth. This would, of
course, lead to the near-extermination of the human race and a planetary-scale genocide event.

(Cosmic-level ethnic cleansing.) Over the next several years -- unless they are stopped -- they will drive the global population of humans
down toward one billion remaining survivors. This will be achieved through a combination of vaccine genocide, nuclear war, mass
starvation, biosphere collapse, 5G weaponization, weather weapons, ,nancial collapse, cyber attacks and of course ongoing psychological
trauma from the globalist-run corporate media. After several years of such attacks, humanity will face the very real possibility of
planetary-scale extinction.

It is in that moment of facing imminent and permanent death that humanity will be offered a choice: Choose LIFE or choose DEATH. It is
critical that we all survive to that moment so that we can be among the human survivors who choose life, God, abundance and freedom.
 Huh, now that's about the scariest thing I've read lately.  And something happened with Veritas - I was told - I need to go look that up. I hope
people continue to stand ,rm under this tsunami of global chaos.
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When are we going to wake up and realize we are being run by the ma,a? And the Capo Dei Capi is that clown at the WEF...Klaus Barbie...or
whatever. BTW...dig this...After the war, United States intelligence services, which employed Barbie for his anti-Marxist efforts, aided his
escape to Bolivia, where he advised the regime on how to repress opposition through torture. It's pretty clear that legal action is not
accomplishing anything. The rule of the day is plata o plomo. And everybody is choosing plata. I'm wondering how much longer God will put
up with the obscenities we are perpetrating against Him before He decides to follow up on His promise. I'm thinking, even at my advanced
age, I've got a pretty good chance to watch the ,reworks.
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plata o plomo: silver (money) or lead (bullets)
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www.nderf.org/.../NDERF_NDEs.html   Please visit and read a near death experiencer's report where he was involved as a result of an
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www.nderf.org/.../NDERF_NDEs.html   Please visit and read a near death experiencer's report where he was involved as a result of an
anaphylactic reaction to a wasp sting.
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medrakemdgmail.com
Joined On 3/10/2021 10:35:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is obviously intended to be coercive, and to coerce everyone into mRNAlien inoculation. The longer-term purpose is to test the waters
for other coercive payments related to life choices, behaviors and eventually opinions. This is what the planned digital identity will be used
by the regime to enforce, and is clear evidence that the elitists and globalists are persevering with the installation of a social credit system.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/22/2022 4:53:11 AM
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And that is all the MORE reason to sue, class action! None of this is legal and there is no authority to mandate the shots in the ,rst
place! childrenshealthdefense.org/.../5th-Stay.pdf  And to say "your body or your livelihood" is virtual gunpointing! What's to trust,
and why is this not being litigated? Sue them, class action! Class action is far more powerful than solo lawsuits! Go for it and let the
underground media know, and cover the story! An idea whose time has come? In fact, I say this is LONG overdue!!!!
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RampagingManatee
Joined On 5/15/2021 1:16:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All these companies and organizations which violate the Nuremberg Code, US law, common sense and decency should be ... at least
boycotted and hopefully much, much worse.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/22/2022 4:05:56 AM
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hea40925
Joined On 8/8/2020 9:48:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Isn't this corporate behavior RIPE FOR LAW SUITS?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/22/2022 2:52:35 PM
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Shasha
Joined On 5/10/2007 4:23:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The kind of medicine insurance pays for may not help and you have premiums/copayments/rest of payment and maybe get no help at the
appointment. Testing doesn't help them heal, but makes them money. They would be better off eating healthy/buying supplements/getting
exercise/grounding/eating organic/no gluten/dairy/soy/sugar/GMO...probiotic/vitamins/good oils/minerals...detoxing etc..
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Monicar1
Joined On 9/15/2020 9:57:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Even though I don't like or agree with it, I see how they get around it with the wellness junk, but for places like mercyhealth to take wages
you've earned from working, is frightening. How can that even be possible or allowed?
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DeDannan
Joined On 3/10/2022 7:21:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

But the shot does not promote wellness, anything but. How can that be a legitimate work-around?
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As for me there are a plethora of reasons why I reject these jabs and all vaccines. Just one reason is that anything I avoid ingesting, I would
certainly avoid injecting.
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Those who are capable of tyranny are capable of perjury to sustain it.
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wareagle82
Joined On 1/25/2022 10:01:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How much of a covid problem did all these businesses have? I don't recall reading about Delta employees turning up in hospitals en masse,
did anyone else? Outside of very speci,c jobs, health status has never been a consideration for general employment. On the contrary,
numerous state and federal laws prohibit doing so. As a bonus, we're in a time when being obese is not just normalized, there are media
publications and schools that are treating it as completely healthy. Someone remind me what the leading co-morbidity associated with this
virus is.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

This has nothing to do with reason, the worst part is it seems the DOJ is captured, otherwise such discrimination could not legally be
enforced. Even the loophole doesn't apply, since the experimental shots do not improve health, and do not protect others, yet they
are getting away with this.
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The chances of damaging pilots is a very real and present concern. We already have planes falling out of the sky. This entire "forced
experiment" is nuts, especially when heavily depending on drivers/pilots/truckers to get to their destination with their equipment and
cargo intact, in one piece.
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Again and again and again there is this vast cast of bad actors that are creating ersatz policy of forced participation at a level never
imagined by the great majority of modern day humanity. This level of a distancing/splitting of it's own workforce is an illustrated neglect by
pitting one against the other. The end result of which is they could care less if you become destitute or dead as a result of your choice. Take
notice that they will tax and extract a dollar amount from your labor/wages for a non-compliant action/attitude by the non-vax employee.
Which in many states is illegal and unethical.

The next step that seems highly probable is the company issuing a retraction dictating they no longer provide any group type of health care
package during employment, but in order to stay on you will provide your own health/welfare coverages as condition of employment.
(similar to all sub-contractors) Again and again and again....it's always about the GD money train of wretched excess for pro,ts. My
occupation as an independent contractor allows me to write off every penny I spend for my personal annual health care. Imagine this write
off dollar amount for an airline or a drug maker??? This is an expense no bean counter would surrender as a company business write off
ever.  Once again this action is #NOTABOUTYOURHEALTH ! Is it? It's debilitating traumatic compliance!
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mpk3149
Joined On 8/19/2014 2:48:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wait till they ,gure out that their vaccinated group costs plans less than their vaccinated group. Then someone needs to sue!
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sst14791
Joined On 8/18/2021 10:01:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Doesn’t seem like ‘health insurance’ is looking out for our actual Health.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

With shortages, it is good to be resourceful and aware of your alternatives. It is more important now that ever to make sure your calories
are nutrient-dense.  One more "wour substitute" recipe... Flax seed tortillas. https://youtu.be/omv33mtuswY  Mucho mas facile a
comprender para ustedes que se hablan espanol.
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

and as the jabbed employees continue to get ill in the subsequent months?.... then what?...What confounds me is what they're seeing under
microscopes. If the agenda was to kill all the recipients, then WHY add nanotechnology to track?..OR, as I think could be the answer,
CERTAIN populations were not to be culled but to be controlled whilst many others will die off over the next 3 years which would mean
there are a myriad of shots aimed at different demographics OR just a mixed bag for all to play Russian Roulette with?...argghhhh.... my
brain hurts trying to ,gure out this psychopathic agenda.... rumble.com/vy0,c-dr.-shelton-and-sue-grey-evidence-of-nanotechnology-..  
amazing microscope visual....
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

chia, One reason behind all the current job openings is (mostly women) are forced to stay home to care for injured family members.
If you consider in the US, at least 2 million serious injuries reported x 10 or x 20 for actual (20 to 40 million people out of work?) -
that's a lot of injuries, and means people dropped out of the workforce in addition to the vaxxed injured at home.
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Realrose.. I NEVER even considered that...! ... the far reaching tentacles of all of this in every area are truly impossible to
comprehend.... one thing impacts another...then another..then another...the media then twists, turns and spins....
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Look for more de-stabilization of the middle class. Several areas are under attack by corporations.
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AceAttorney
Joined On 8/6/2021 12:59:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No problem. The Delta employees who refused the jabs will make plenty of extra money ,lling in the vacancies for all the hospitalized
jabbed employees.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There should be solid proof that that not getting the "vaccine" is signi,cantly detrimental to one's health both with or without natural
immunity before penalties can be put on employees by employers or by insurance companies. Especially now with the Omicron variant, the
results would almost certainly show that the higher risk will be those who have received the "vaccine", especially those with multiple jabs.
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DeDannan
Joined On 3/10/2022 7:21:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is solid proof that the experimental gene shot is detrimental to one's health. The list of adverse effects are becoming available
in tranches. There are science reports explaining that the injected mRNA in six hours can reverse transcribe into DNA in the nucleus
which can lead to cancers and potentialities we don't know of yet, but we do know it should not be there. It is amazing how
technology has facilitated this take over of humanity for the bene,t of the few at the top. Omicron is generally mild, and the
experimental shots don't prevent infection, so it is all a moot point, yet they are building these directives on utter falsehoods.
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ric5998
Joined On 3/23/2021 11:44:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jesus is my physician. I don't need nor to do I want insurance.
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dav8619
Joined On 10/17/2020 7:06:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My company is in the process of mandating the booster. (I got the J&J one-shot early, before all the data was released on side effects.) I
have 2 kids in college, so it looks like it’s another clot shot or trashing a 25-year career and taking a minimum wage job. Modern life is really
great.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Show this to them. childrenshealthdefense.org/.../5th-Stay.pdf  What's to lose anyway if job loss already is at hand? This whole big
crime ring has to be stopped! It is a crime to deprive people of their livelihoods, to virtually gunpoint, to coerce, discriminate, and to
potentially medically maim! In fact, the mere potential can be said to be attempted murder! These employers need to have that pure
fact waved in their face like a red wag!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh PooH, it is great, so many job openings right now, you could barely miss the desperation in some help wanted listings. Get your
butt off the chair and start looking around, you may be more than surprised.
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